Current state in Firefox 40 to 43:

With focus on the Spanish text area, all text in English and French is misspelled. As the focus changes, text areas, windows and tabs are busily rechecked, partly in the wrong language.

After the removal of Spanish, the global dictionary jumps to English:

Current state in Nightly 44:

Each text area is spelled in its own language. Sadly, the three `<div contenteditable>` share the same editor,
so no distinction is possible, here focused on Spanish. However, for contenteditables in different windows or tabs, the spell marks are correct. **No busy respelling takes place when switching tabs.**

Focus problem to be addressed in this bug 1205983: Contenteditables update as text areas receive focus.

After dictionary removal of the last current dictionary: No spell check at all.

After removal of dictionary other than the last current one, here removal of Spanish while focus was on French: Everything will be checked in French:

**Proposed state after the derailment in bug 697981 is cleaned up:**

No immediate change upon removal of the Spanish dictionary. Then, on focus on the Spanish contenteditable: Dictionary jumps to English:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This is an English text full of English words for the spell checker</td>
<td>Aqui un texto en español lleno de palabras españolas para la prueba de ortografía</td>
<td>Ici un texte en français avec beaucoup de mots en français</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>